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“There is an extraordinary amount of money available. The lack 
is of good ideas on how to get the basket under the apple 

tree” 

Mark Kneer

The Economist, July 31st, 2004, p. 57



Why Partnerships?

• Underlying motivations for why donors support a given cause are 
varied and uncertain

• Unravel the basics of giving to personalize interactions and better 
target the ask

…how best to get the basket under individual apple trees….



The Anatomy of a Partnership

• Alaskans consistently lag behind other states when comparing 
giving to charity by individuals 
– Nonprofits received most support from oil companies, federal 

earmarks & state grants

– Transient nature of many of the jobs in the state

• In 2008, Pick,Click,Give was established as a way for residents 
to share their PFD with non-profits in the state



The Anatomy of a Partnership

• Approached by the state to help design interventions to 
increase giving through PCG
– Approximately 3.5% of eligible households shared less than 0.5% of 

available funds in 2013

– Disbursements accounted for just under 1% of individual giving to non-
profits statewide ($322 million)

• Natural field experiment as part of the 2014 marketing 
campaign 



Our Approach…A Simple Idea



Main Findings…A Quick Summary

• Messages that highlight the benefits to others have no impact on 
giving

• Messages that highlights the benefits to self have significant 
impacts on giving
– 31% more likely to give 

– Support more charities

– Average donations are 56% larger

• If we had rolled out the program statewide would have increased 
giving by $1.5 million…



A New Idea…

“Obviously a 1:1 match is more appealing than a 1:2 
challenge…and a richer challenge (2:1) greatly adds to the 

match’s attractiveness….”



A New Idea…

• Concept of a matching grant shares similarity with matched 
contributions in context of retirement savings

• Growing body of work in retirement savings exploring impact 
of match thresholds on savings
– Changes in threshold lead to changes in employee savings

– Higher thresholds lead to higher employee contributions



A New Idea…

• Introduce match thresholds – e.g., match all donations up to 
some predetermined amount $X

• Explore how changes in match rate and match threshold 
impact behavior

• Provide 1:1 match on all gifts up to $2X as opposed to 2:1 
match on all gifts up to $X
– Potential to get greater bang for the buck….

– Reduce concerns about “additionality”



Our Approach

• Partnered with Environmental Defense Fund during their 
summer fund-raising drive

• Email solicitations sent to nearly 200,000 individuals 
randomized into one of four groups
– 2:1 match on every dollar given

– 2:1 match on every dollar up to $25

– 1:1 match on every dollar up to $50

– 1:1 match on every dollar given



Does the Match Rate Matter?

• Both rates of giving and average contributions are lower in the 
1:1 unlimited match treatment
– Approximately 35.1 percent less likely to give

– Average gifts are approximately 33 percent lower

• Increased sensitivity to match rate driven by those who have 
given in the past year

• But…



Does the Match Threshold Matter?

• For the subset of lapsed/prospect donors the 1:1 up to $50 is the 
most effective treatment

• Relative to what is observed in 2:1 unlimited match treatment
– Approximately 6.2 percent more likely to give

– Provide average gifts that are approximately 10.6 percent higher



A Crazy Idea…Once and Done

“Give Now and We Will Never Bother You Again”

• Mail campaign with Smile Train targeting more than 800,000 
potential donors

• Augment solicitation letter to allow donor to check a box and 
opt-out of future solicitations
– “Make one gift now and we’ll never ask for another donation if you 

check this box”



A Crazy Idea…That Works

• About a third of the people checked the box…

• But….
– We raised more money from those who were provided the option to opt-

out - $60K versus $20.6K

– Those who were provided the box were more likely to give and gave more

• And….
– Stream of future donations is unaffected as those who do not check box 

are more likely to give and provide larger average gifts in the future



Major Lessons Learned….

• There is no one size fits all approach to fund-raising…

• What is good for the goose may not be good for the gander….so 
want to understand what makes the donor tick and personalize

• Injecting science into philanthropy is easy and can work….
– Challenge conventional wisdom and try new things…

– Have a control group and do not be afraid to randomize….

– Make informed decisions by sharing ideas and lessons learned…it can help 
you increase the effectiveness of your asks


